
The Communist JEWS Plan to Create 
 

 COMPLETE CHAOS 
 

Until YOU 
 

BEG THEM  
for a 

 
SATANIC One World Government 

 
 

You voted for Biden - and look what you got! 
 

You will BEG for “order” and you will get what you ask for: 
 

SATAN – and his agents, the Communist JEWS, will ENSLAVE YOU! 
 
 

Lorraine Day, M.D. 
 
 

Protocols of the Elders of Zion: 
 

“We Jews will create chaos until they (the goyim) BEG us to rule over them.” 
 
 
Place our agents and helpers everywhere 
Take control of the media and use it in propaganda for our plans 
Start fights between different races, classes and religions 



Use bribery, threats and blackmail to get our way 
Use Freemasonic Lodges to attract potential public officials 
Appeal to successful people’s egos 
Appoint puppet leaders who can be controlled by blackmail 
Replace royal rule with socialist rule, then communism, then despotism 
Abolish all rights and freedoms, except the right of force by us 
Sacrifice people (including Jews sometimes) when necessary 
Eliminate religion: replace it with science and materialism 
Control the education system to spread deception and destroy intellect 
Rewrite history to our benefit 
Create entertaining distractions 
Corrupt minds with filth and perversion 
Encourage people to spy on one another 
Keep the masses in poverty and perpetual labor 
Take possession of all wealth, property, and (especially) gold 
Use gold to manipulate the markets, cause depressions, etc. 
Introduce a progressive tax on wealth 
Replace sound investment with speculation 
Make long-term interest-bearing loans to governments 
Give bad advice to governments and everyone else. 
 
“Eventually the Goyim will be so angry with their government (because we’ll blame them 
for the resulting mess) that they will gladly have us take over.  We will then appoint one 
of our own to be king of the world and the remaining Goyim will bow down and sing his 
praises.” 
 
(Goyim: a word that Jews call Gentiles – meaning “lower than animals”) 
 
This is exactly what the Jews have been planning – and doing secretly – for the 
last 100+ years.  Now, they have come out in the open.  But most people don’t 
even know they are Jews, because they put puppets, like Biden (who may or may 
not be a Jew) out in front, while the Jews hide behind the scenes. 
 
 

WAKE UP! 
 

"Goyim Were Born Only To Serve Us": 
The “Moral” Wisdom Of Rabbi Ovadia Yosef 

(See below) 



JEWISH BIGOTRY 

 
Rabbi Ovadia Yosef and his Jewish admirers 

 
 
 

 

 
         Rabbi Yosef and his Jewish Admirers 
 
 
 



 
 

 
                 Rabbi Yosef with Netanyahu 

 
 
 

 
Rabbi Yosef and President Reagan 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
                                   Rabbi Yosef 
 
 
 
 

 
  Rabbi Yosef calls for annihilation of Arabs 
 


